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All the tourist trekkers were enthusiastically snapping
photos of the vast, expansive view on looking
emerald lakes and there I was, facing the opposite
direction with my back turned, my arm and index
finger extended and my jaw dropped. Right there
amidst the volcanic mountainside was Mother
Nature’s finest: a giant vulva.

travels through my mental health

Please Stand Clear of the Closing Doors
Those car rides from the airport to our house in
Hull, ever since I was a kid, arriving back from
my Mother‟s home in New Jersey, back from
university, or wherever. This time with the
swollen body, stiff muscle and sweaty stink of a
thirty hours‟ plane ride from Wellington to
Manchester airports. Those car rides in England,
with me jet lagged, only half awake in the
passenger seat. Looking onto the motorway,
watching the trucks and cars blur by. When I was
little I used to think that I could breathe in
England and it felt different. It felt like
where I belonged. I remembered the excitement I
used to feel and, just before nodding off, it
made me smile.
Every good narrative deviates from expectations.
Mine thickens, tears, withers, yet holds as I
struggle to script my world. I choose to author
a caring ferocity. I am soft cover but strong
spine.

**Most people who are abused do not go on to become
abusive themselves. Not all abusers are abuse
survivors. There is never an excuse for abusive
behaviour. Challenge anyone who suggests otherwise,
it‟s a common myth that is really hurtful for
survivors.

*** Men are not the only perpetrators of abuse,
nor are women the only people who are abused.
Living in a patriarchical society does mean that
within the context of domestic abuse, violence is
highly gendered and most often occurs with an
adult male perpetrator- women and/or children
survivor dynamic. It is also true that we have
very limited knowledge of the actual nature of
violence within the home, since it is notoriously
underreported and difficult to define. Due to
presumed gender dynamics, those whose experiences
deviate from this structure have to face
additional stigmas when dealing with abuse. It‟s
important to acknowledge that abuse can take place
between any genders, in any community, and that it
is all of our responsibilities to support each
other. Perpetrator self-help groups, survivor
support groups, and other community initiatives
should be very critical of the ways in which they
choose to include or exclude access to their
services on gendered grounds. There is nobody who
is „too marginal‟ and services should be
accessible to all.

Maybe if my abuser had worked on his shit, maybe I
would‟ve been safe. Maybe somebody in this group
today will genuinely step up to the challenge of
changing his behaviour. Maybe then a few more people
are a little bit safer.

* Repressed memories are memories that someone has not
always been conscious of but remembers later. Often,
following one or more traumatic events, our brains will
suppress the recollection of these experiences until such a
time that a person is more able to cope with the intensity
of their experience(s). For me this has meant that I had no
conscious recollection of my experiences of childhood
sexual abuse until many years after the abuse took place
and then these memories were really scary and confusing.
Partially because of the confusing nature of repressed
memories a lot of people also go through stages of denial
when they start to recall more. This denial is usually made
worse by societal scepticism of childhood abuse memories in
general and especially of repressed memories. It took me
many years after I first started getting abuse flashbacks
before I could identify myself as a survivor. I still
sometimes get flashbacks or knowledge of experiences I
didn‟t know I had been through. It‟s still really tough and
really raw for me every time. For more information on
repressed memories and childhood sexual abuse I recommend
reading The Courage to Heal: A Guide for Women Survivors of
Child Sexual Abuse by Ellen Bass and Laura Davis (there‟s
also Victims No Longer: The Classic Guide for Men
Recovering from Sexual Child Abuse by Mike Lew but I have
not personally read this so I can‟t vouch for its
material). Grab a copy of the „Survivor‟ zine too, it‟s
brilliant.

I sit around and I look at all the men in the room. I
do not hate them. I‟m not angry. I am relieved. I am
encouraged. I am even a little bit optimistic.

I wonder if my abuser could ever break down. I re-envision
him as small. I am able to see him as weak. I try to
resituate myself as being the powerful one. I could crush
him. His reputation, his career, his freedom- could all
drain away if I pulled the plug. I‟m not going to. I know
the system isn‟t designed for young radical women with a
history of mental institutionalization to claim anything,
let alone from the basis of repressed memories.* I know,
too, that the police inquisition would be far more than I
could take. The state protects him far more adequately than
it ever protected me. This makes me small, too. Still, I
try to resituate myself. In the weight of all my
experiences, all I have is the power of knowing. Knowledge
is power and the stronger I can hold on to it, the more he
shrinks.

The optimism I feel in this perps self-help group is
excitement at the possibility of de-railing a cycle of
violence. Being emotionally vulnerable, chiselling at
the silence surrounding violence loosens the foundations
of abuse. Learning to deal with anger, hurt, pain,
insecurity and hardship without lashing out. It is a
lot of learning, a lot of challenge to take on. I don‟t
think abusers deserve forgiveness. I think they deserve
to work fucking hard. Work hard out to change. No
programme or group will do it for them. No programme
will even come close. I‟m sure for some this group is
just an exercise in jumping the hoops; merely a pawn
disclaimer facade that they are all „fixed‟ now. But
maybe, maybe, maybe, even if for just a couple of the
guys, change can happen.

Confessions of a Consent Fetishist

Sitting around at the New Jersey diner with the
jukeboxes‟ poorly chosen 90s hits meandering into our
eardrums, we were waiting for me to be decisive about
the long conundrum of which variety of cheesecake to
order. Decisiveness is not a strength of mine so our
conversation had veered beyond the usual passing
through home on my travels, meeting up with old friends
updates to talking sex before I‟d even placed an order.
That‟s when we‟re getting to what everybody wants to
know about, what you‟re really up to these days anywayand besides, the cheesecake can wait.
Following the immediate recall of recent bedfellows
we started talking about consent. Giggles were abound
when I said I think it‟s important to ask, to check
everything‟s ok, when we‟re being sexual with a
partner no matter how many times you‟ve slept with
them. My ideas around consent probably evoked the
same level of reaction as if I had some sort of
peculiar kink. So my confession to you is that I have
a consent fetish. Knowing my partner‟s hot for what‟s
going on and that I‟m touching them in the ways they
want to be touched turns me on. It‟s pretty wild, I
know, the whole communication thing. So subversive!
Ok, I tease (but maybe you‟re into that- I don‟t know
yet, we should talk it over sometime), but really if
we conceptualize kink as any sexual act that‟s not
heternormative then if asking “how do you like to be
touched?” acquiesces the same giggly reaction as
confessing to having-say- wand sex toys, velvet
cloaks, and calling the bedroom „Hogwarts‟ then is
checking in with our partners so outside of the
mainstream that it actually becomes kinky?* Why isn‟t
consent written into mainstream (as well as many
queer and/or kink) sexual scripts? What does that say
about this culture? How did talking become taboo? And
who benefits from this? And who is getting hurt?

As with the most common arguments I hear, my friends
were resistant to the idea of such explicit, active
consent because it just seems „a little over the
top‟. I mean way to kill the moment, right? Active
consent is just not a part of the taught sexual
scripts we‟re raised to follow. In our society, sex
without force seems „ok enough.‟

To be honest, I don‟t get that. Is it really a moment
killer to hear a partner affirm that they are getting
turned on? And if they aren‟t getting turned on I
would really, really want to know what I could be
doing to make it more pleasurable, or more importantly
that I need to stop before they become uncomfortable.
Sex is way sexier once I‟ve talked with a partner
about their boundaries, what they‟re not ok with, and
also what is they do like, what gives them pleasure,
how I can turn them on. Sure things like body language
and moaning are really important and we can read a lot
from these cues but we can‟t expect to know what‟s
actually on in a partner‟s mind without them telling
us.**

I know people have misread my body language before
and while I‟m working on being more able to assert
myself when I‟m uncomfortable in sexual situations I
know that I often let people proceed even when I
don‟t really want them to. I am working on valuing my
own sexual desires and my own body enough that I
don‟t just let someone touch me because I think that
they will feel awkward or embarrassed or put off if I
tell them to stop. I don‟t know what to say so I
often don‟t say anything. I may even reciprocate
because I know that‟s what the other person expects
of me, because I‟m following the script to a shitty
fucking narrative. But if, in the circumstances when

But here there is weakness in the daemons. There is
fragility. There is guilt, shame, and there is
sorrow. Survivors aren‟t the only ones who carry
these emotions, sometimes they feel it too.
Perpetrators are not the all-mighty. Beneath the
grit, they are small and they are terrified and they
have lost control of themselves. There are no
daemons, just struggling people.

I almost want to pity them but I don‟t.

I wonder if my abuser ever feels it. If he ever gets
hit with any consequence to what he‟s done. It makes
me angry sometimes to think of all that I‟ve had to
endure. I take the shame and guilt and hatefulness of
his actions against me. I bare his burdens. And I
hope he feels it sometime, even if at just a fraction
of what I have had. I hope that one day he will know
the pain of his violence. I know he knows suffering.
He is an abuse survivor, too.

I sometimes wish I could talk to the little boy that he
was when he was abused. I wish that I could comfort that
boy. I wish that somewhere along the line somebody would
have noticed his pain and worked with him through that.
Shown him to use the strength of surviving suffering to
heal and help, not to hate and hurt. I wonder how things
could have been different for him, and for me.

I do not forgive him. He has no excuses.

Resituating Power
After I was introduced as an observer, it began as
each man introduced himself by explaining why he was
attending the group. That‟s the first step, admitting
and taking responsibility for their abusive
behaviour. Here I was at a self-help group full of
male perpetrators of domestic violence. I didn‟t know
how I would react. My stomach had been tied into a
million knots, squealing out at me in nervousness.
Would I get scared, angry, self-hating, or totally
triggered and numb?

I saw perpetrators opening up, being vulnerable, and
struggling to grapple with their own weaknesses. I saw
the big, burly, masculine man break down and cry. I saw
men criticizing masculinity, and doing just a tiny
little bit to chisel away at it by sharing their
feelings.

I had always focused on supporting survivors,
focused on scrabbling around to pick up the pieces
and trying to put them back together. Always
thought nount we could do about the shattering. The
media images, the support work I‟d done, my own
experiences had all left me with this image of the
abuse perpetrator as the horrible, yet damningly
invincible, daemon.
He was stronger than me, older than me, wealthier than
me, more respected than me, more trusted than me- he
holds the power. This is always how I had seen my
abuser, as someone to be absolutely cautious of.
Anything to tip the gentle balance of his world
manifested everywhere in my head as red, flashing danger
signs. My duty since childhood has been to keep
everything calm.

this has happened to me, these people had asked me
and checked in with me I might have actually said
“let‟s cuddle instead” or “it‟s time for you to go
home” or “what the hell are you doing?” but since I
didn‟t appear to be resisting, or maybe didn‟t come
across to them as uncomfortable, they just kept going
and probably to this day think I was totally cool
with what happened.

While it would be lovely if I could claim to be an expert
in reading body language, or to be some super sex
interpreter of all body cues, the truth is that none of us
really are. I only feel confident that what‟s going on is
consensual when my partner tells me it is. Body language
is just one indicator. And I‟m only hot for sex if I know
that if I want to stop, change course, or slow down that I
can communicate that and have it respected. And that my
partner knows I totally respect their desires too.

If this mutual respect is a concept and a practice
that is out of the ordinary- radical, and kind of
strange- I believe it‟s a kink worthy of a
fundamental status to sexuality. So here‟s my call
out to you all to become sexual perverts with me and
embrace active, hot, explicit, sexy communication
with your partner(s). With my drink raised in a
toast, here‟s to a kink subculture of “yes!”

* I don‟t intend to belittle attending as fine an
institution as Hogwarts- if it gets you hot then all
the more quiddich points to you, my friend. (Also,
note, since when did microsoft spell-check recognize
„Hogwarts‟ as a legitimate word but not
„transphobia‟?)

** Even when our partners do talk to us, it‟s not
always easy for people to say what we are and aren‟t
into so it‟s important that we try to make sure they
know as much as possible that it‟s totally ok for
them to say no, or say they want to be touched or
treated in ways that aren‟t what‟s otherwise going
on. Also, sometimes words like “no” might be
intimidating for people (especially if it hasn‟t been
respected in previous sexual experiences) so
introducing safe words in addition to “no” can be an
awesome way of keeping it consensual. Try talking
with your partner(s) when you‟re not being sexual and
when you‟re not in bed together, too. Sometimes it‟s
easier to express our boundaries and our desires when
we‟re feeling less pressured in the moment.

*** I am still learning, exploring, discovering where my
boundaries are and so it‟s important to keep in mind
that even with open communication things like boundaries
are not always easy to define with each other, and often
change with context. Keep checking in.

**** If you‟re into talking sexy, women‟s
empowerment, and combating rape culture I highly
recommend reading “Yes Means Yes!: Visions of Female
Sexual Power and a World Without Rape” edited by
Jaclyn Friedman and Jessica Valenti. It‟s where a lot
of the inspiration for this zine rambling comes from,
and it makes for a damn good read. There‟s also a
pretty fabulous zine called “Learning Good Consent”
that is currently making my heart pitter-patter.

***** According to my friend it is grammatically
incorrect to have asterisks that are not linked to the
main body of writing. This is a loving “fuck you!” (and
cheers for helping with the editing!)

My mind drifted. The day-to-day anxiety tapped in.
The long list of tasks I was not going to complete
cycled through my mind. Do the dishes, go to the
bank, get vegetables, hand out CVs, reply to e-mails,
look up job listings, call my mother, text my friends
back. They are simple things but it makes me anxious
just to think of them, so I simply wish them away,
ignore them, knowing all too intimately that
procrastination only worsens the matter. But today,
like many days, I didn‟t have the energy, so I will
leave it all for a more daunting burden tomorrow.

I hate my bed sometimes- it traps me. I just lay therethinking, thinking, thinking. I should be getting a job
but I don‟t want to leave my room. I should be reading
a book but I can‟t concentrate on the pages. I should
be talking to my friends but I don‟t want to bother
them with my sadness. So I do nothing but lay down in
my thoughts, as if I have been sucked in.

4pm and I decided I should make myself
something to eat, have a cup of tea and go
for a walk. Get out of the house. Get out of
my head. Into the fresh air.

The park is beautiful. I like listening to the birds
and the water, the gentle bristling of leaves in a
soft wind. It helps to ground me when my mind has
wandered to depressive „zone out‟ spaces. I don‟t
know what to think of the world. I have to breathe
deeply and smile as the occasional dog walker goes
by. I am just feeling uneasy with myself. I want to
get it on paper so it‟s not just in my overdrive
brain. I‟m trying to think of some insightful
conclusion to this rant but nothing except
self
-criticism comes to mind.

The Simple Formulas of Cats
Ode to the City Park Bench

Sitting on the city park bench, I am hunched
over, knees bent and tucked away, closely
defending my chest. It is warm between the sun
rays casting shadows on this page. I look up at
the fern leaves, the un-shy magpies, and the
thinning stream that‟s thirsty for rain. I
breathe in deeply, glad that I was able to get
myself out of bed today.

I woke up several times last night panicking because
my dreams were being haunted by monstrous versions of
my childhood experiences of abuse. I had been
restless all night but tried to be calm so that my
girlfriend, looking so beautiful in her sleep,
wouldn‟t be woken. I came home after she started work
and I slept for three more hours and I lay half-awake
in bed for four more.

I had let the sheets cocoon me and cuddled my pillow as
if it was a protective shield to my body. I stared
blankly, waves of emotions from guilty to fearful to
numb swept over and through me. I didn‟t want to engage
my feelings. I wanted to be distracted, released,
eased.

““Wellington makes my heart skip a beat… but not in a
hypochondriac type of way” my travel-buddy excitedly
declared to me as we walked up Cuba St, the city‟s trendyalternative section, passing the guitar-wielding buskers
strumming for some copper. We laughed at our awkward
demeanour as we wound our way back to the hostel. We had
thought of taking a few days to decide which city to settle
in but after spending a couple weeks in Auckland and given
the lack of cardiovascular conditions, our rapid pulsating
hearts indicated that the choice was clear in favour of
this latest stop on the map.

I was feeling eager to make friends. Eager, too, to
find a flat and free myself of the hostel-lifestyle of
constant in-and-out strangers and party travelers. I
knew I needed to do away with suitcase living when I
walked into our hostel room one day to find the group
of young British men holding their noses and
apologizing for the stink wafting from the remnants of
a shattered pigeon egg that they had dropped after
having passed it around, daring each other to lick it.
This was them on good behaviour, needless to say once
evening hits the antics only became escalated and the
hostel‟s no-alcohol policy totally obsolete.

My friend and I were on our way to look at an available
flat when we stumbled across the Radical Social Centre. It
was like a magnetic geek force field had propelled us
toward it. We glared in through the windows: bookshelves
full of dissent, a bike workshop full of diy, vegan
cooking, feminism, graffiti, beds to stay in and people to
hang out with. Wicked. My activist heart cosy-ed up to the
idea of my social scene reproduced and re-presented all the
way over in Aotearoa. Maybe there is a little piece of home
here.

We knocked on the door, were invited in, and have
spent the following couple weeks living in the
centre, with their windows duct taped in place, five
blankets each to shield us from frosty nights,
dumpstered communal meals to feed our bellies, and a
fireplace to sit beside whilst meeting the city‟s
radicals.

“So, sorry, what‟s your name again?” “Hi…”
“Nice to meet you.”
“You sound Canadian”
“Hi.”
“Hello” “What‟s it like in…?”
“Hello!” “So where are you from?”
“Hi”

I went on this trip to broaden my understanding
of the world, broaden my understanding of myself.
I did it for the challenge. Here I am meeting new
people every day, making connections, putting
myself out there and projecting a confidence that
is totally not there in how I actually feel. It
is a challenge. I am growing. But I am also so
meek. My instinct is to find a bed and curl up
beneath the covers until everything else fades
away.

Somehow everyone has been so nice and easy to get
along with and I managed to work my way into
circles full of people who I could envision
becoming really good friends with later on. People
who are into the same politics that puts passion
into my life. I am stupidly lucky that people have
been so welcoming.

But I get caught up in my insecurities and it all
seems so daunting. Like every new introduction is
a miniature trial and so far my newbie
credentials means the jury‟s out.

It‟s hard for me with all my anxiety and depression.
I don‟t know how to have a reality check against what
is me being insecure, what is other people being
equally insecure and shy, and what is just somebody
actually not liking me. I don‟t have any consistent
home, or internet, or the money for long distance
calls and all the people who really get me are so, so
far away. So I don‟t have the reassurance of old
friends to help me stay grounded. I don‟t even have
any private space to sort my head out. It feels
really isolating.

It‟s hard until I‟ve made the deeper connections since
people don‟t generally greet each other with stories of
chronic depression, anxiety attacks, abuse flashbacks
and survivor fears. I want people to know about all the
other sides of me before they come to thinking of me as
an irreconcilable mess. Trust takes patience to
establish and with all the extra stressors of moving,
and all the forms of regular self-care removed, finding
places to be open about the more sensitive sides of
myself is a struggle.

The most reassuring thing I have right now is the
resident cat, nudging his head against me as he purrs
for my affection. On the cold nights he comes and
snuggles and snores loudly beside me.

I have never been good at judging when people like me.
I usually think that people are just being kind and
then I get all awkward because I don‟t know what
they‟re thinking and whether or not I should leave. Especially when I‟m staying at other people‟s places and
I just don‟t know what to do because I feel like I am
constantly in the way.

Ugh. I just want my own space to be me.

I know that I‟m insecure. I readjust myself so that I
can hide it real well. Or I‟m just real nice because
I‟m mulling about trying to see if there‟s a way I
can be helpful to counteract feeling like an
imposition.

This is why I like cats. Cats won‟t come to
cuddle unless they want cuddles. It is a simple
formula. No politeness, just cuddles. I like
simple and I like honest. I like feline
friends. Thanks for the cuddles, kitty.

I still feel marginal. Even within survivor
communities I feel like I am pretty low-down in
the ranks. I have been in groups before where my
memories have been questioned, where I‟ve felt
uncomfortable about my queer identity, in
situations where I felt unable to express that I
do identify as “crazy” or as having mental health
problems, and I have never been to a meeting or
support group where people have talked about
survivors who‟ve been institutionalized.

Wellington has shown me a lot in the few
months that I have been here. I have
challenged the notion that I need to
protect other people from knowing about
my experiences of abuse. I am not just
“too sad”. I have challenged the notion
that I should have to be the one to put
survivor issues and survivor resources
onto the agenda. “Survivor issues” are
not just about survivors, it‟s about all
of us. I have challenged the notion that
I should be thankful for anyone willing
to take on such a burden as listening to
my experiences and feelings. It
shouldn‟t be my burden, it was not my
fault, and the community has a
responsibility to support me. I don‟t
have to be thankful that someone will
listen, people should be thankful that I
will talk.

I am a survivor. I am fucked up. I am bloody
mental. And I have so much love. I have so much
strength. I want to live in a community that
isn‟t shy of that. I want to stand up and be
counted.

I can only speak for my own experiences of abuse.
I don‟t claim sexual abuse survivor expertise.
But my experience does count. It is important.
And sometimes it‟s fucking relevant. We‟ve all
experienced a lot of shit, we‟ve all survived in
our own ways. Instead of worrying about how all
these differences may create in-group hierarchies
of experience, let‟s focus on all our different
insights and how we can use them to build on our
movements, make our movements mega-hulk strong.

The Wellington meetings were not
off-set by open survivor input. We
were damn staunch. In a few weeks
we were able to organize hundreds
of people taking to the streets in
several Aotearoa cities to protest
and we hit all the national
headlines. The policies are still
“under review” but at least the
pressure is on and we did not allow
ourselves to be invisibalized.

It also meant a lot to me personally. Hearing someone
else at a meeting talk about being a survivor really
comforted me. It was just a few little words but it
made me feel so much more at ease. Like I am not all
alone and it‟s ok to harp up about what I feel. I was
thinking the same thing about the campaign that she
had expressed, “as a survivor”; only I was too
intimidated to say anything.

Wellington was a breath of fresh air.
I came out publicly as a survivor in my second year
of university in Montreal when I published a zine
with my then girlfriend about our experiences as
survivors of childhood sexual abuse. We distinctly
stated in our zine that part of the whole reason why
we were putting it out was because we wanted to break
the shame and the silence around abuse. We wanted to
talk.

I had felt like most of my so called community‟s
reaction was just to look down at its toes until a
change in conversation topic. It was like I had
started to break from my shame only to find a
community that was resistant to confront its own
shame about what I had experienced. Even though I
was talking, without the community listening, the
silence was not broken.
And it really affected me. It made me feel
awkward and freakish. It made me shut up.
Hearing another survivor talk openly in a meeting
really made me think about my community in Montreal
and what I had become accustomed to. I had casually
accepted this concept of “non-disclosure” as being
normal and ok. But it is not ok.
The power to define what is disclosure and what is not
lies in the same power that allows our communities to
pretend that we are not survivors. Our activist
meetings are full of survivors. The chances are if you
are in a meeting and you are not yourself a survivor at
least one of the people sitting next to you is. We can
only “disclose” something, reveal something that is
contrary to what has otherwise been assumed. Don‟t
assume that I am not a survivor. Don‟t make it my
responsibility to protect your false assumptions by
having to pretend that I‟m someone who I am not.

“As a survivor…” I
She said it in the
organizing meeting
people attentively

heard her say openly, proudly.
middle of a political action
with at least twenty other
listening.

All that was running through my mind was
“Holy shit. Holy fucking shit… yeah!”

It was my second week in Wellington and I was at a
meeting on resisting new policy that will create more
bureaucracy and less support for sexual abuse
survivors. We were going to protest, we were going to
fight back.

After she said she was a survivor nobody in the room
reacted like she had just said the most awkward or
awful thing in the world. Most people just listened
and nodded and continued with the conversation. At
later points, other people even talked about how they
were survivors too and how that effected how they
envisioned the campaign.
I had spent years organizing in radical, anti-capitalist,
queer, feminist movements and with all our talk of
resistance I‟d never heard someone talk about survivors
like they, too, were survivors. If we talked about
survivors in meetings it had to all be in the safely
distanced abstract. Every survivor was third person only.
It was “non-disclosure” policy, either in practice or in
mandate, so we weren‟t supposed to talk about our own
experiences, only the experience of “others”.

is a constant strew of how whatever I‟m doing is not
quite right, not good enough, not fast enough. I am slow
because I want to make sure I serve the customers right.
Then I get yelled at for moving too slowly. Then I worry
about being too slow so I fumble, I shake when I pour
the wine and it slithers all down the sides of the glass
and I start apologizing profusely, which only draws
attention to the small blip that the drunken customers
hadn‟t even noticed. By this point I will be spilling
wine, going slow, apologizing and still unable to figure
out how to open champagne without a mass alcohol
explosion. I still don‟t really understand spirits,
either. They did show me how to do all this but I can‟t
remember everything and don‟t want to pester anyone to
re-teach me so with each new customer I desperately hope
they don‟t ask for anything more than beer. Eventually I
know they will ask so I run away and decide to just
clear the tables for an hour or so. Clear it all away
and start again- only faster, only fancier, only
friendlier. I‟m determined once I work up the courage.
Then I fuck something up. I‟m totally exhausted, feeling
utterly unaccomplished and needing a break.

I‟m sitting on the toilet. My chest is straining,
my breaths are shortening and my head is spinning.
I try to hold off from having a panic attack. I‟m
trying to regain some motivation. I strain to move.
I don‟t want to move. All that is filling my head
is I can‟t, I can‟t, I can‟t. I will fuck it all
up. I can‟t, I can‟t, I can‟t…

But my two minutes of mental health pee break is up.
I need the money, I need a job. It‟s time to buckle
up, smile and say “can I get you anything more, sir?”

(A few days later I quit— thank fuck for that!!)

Four Walls
Four walls. Turning the slightly busted metal knob and
locking the door is my sigh of relief. Four walls to
hold me in private space. I sit down in the toilet
stall. I don‟t need to pee. I just need to breathe. I
need a moment to collect myself from the collapsed
pieces of self-confidence that have shattered
everywhere. Four tiny walls to hold a few minutes free
from judgments of the world reigning down on me.

I miss my home. I just want to go home. I miss
knowing where home is. I miss the comfort of being
there, wherever it was when I had it.
So here I am freaking out with everyone I know to go
to for hugs and love being on the other side of the
globe. And I have about two minutes before I have to
walk back outside to greet a bar full of customer
demands with a smile planted on my face.
It‟s my first week working as a bartender/waitress/
bitch for the local brewery. I am the quiet new
foreigner who everybody is too busy to show around.
I‟ve never worked in hospitality before and I am
absolutely clueless on how to do anything useful. And I
am pretty sure next time, every time, that I‟m winding
between chairs, tables and crowds of drunk people that
these platters full of dead cow slabs will slip right
off the plate and its meat juices will splatter all
over the always-right customers. The plates will
probably smash, maybe I‟ll knock over everyone‟s beers
while I‟m at it, and my boss will be right there in
front of me waiting to wring my neck.

Hospitality requires confidence, assertiveness,
and speed. I am a nervous wreck once I‟m behind
the bar. Working for minimum wage, trying to push
through my anxiety when all I hear from colleagues

